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Abstract. A test procedure is developed for an infrared laser scene projector, and applied to a projection system that we develop based on
digital micromirror technology. The intended use will be for simulation
and target training. Resolution and noise are significant parameters for
target perception models of infrared imaging systems. System resolution
is normally measured as the modulation transfer function 共MTF兲, and its
noise modeled through an appropriate signal standard deviation metric.
We compare MTF measurements for both mid-wave 共MWIR兲 and longwave IR 共LWIR兲 bands for an infrared laser scene projector based on the
digital micromirror device 共DMD兲. Moreover, we use two complimentary
models to characterize imaging camera noise. This provides a quantitative image-quality criterion of system performance. © 2005 Society of Photo-

Optical Instrumentation Engineers. 关DOI: 10.1117/1.2013249兴

Subject terms: scene generation; infrared scene projection; spatial light
modulator.
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1.2 System Characteristics

1 Introduction
1.1 Basics
In comparison with hardware-in-the-loop 共HWIL兲 projectors, scene generation in the infrared has several additional
unique requirements for use in simulation and training.1
The need to project imagery onto a diffuse reflecting screen
viewable from a wide range of angles necessitates a laserbased approach rather than the usual HWIL solution of a
resistive array to satisfy radiometric requirements.
The goal of this work is to develop a test procedure to
characterize digital micromirror device 共DMD兲 performance due to their low cost and promising applications.
The method must be able to quantify the various artifacts
that appear during alignment, changes in configuration, unintended electronic noise, screen characteristics, etc. Image
quality performance that simulates a realistic imager is desirable for simulation and training purposes. From this
point of view, two figures of merit relevant to image quality
are discussed. The first is resolution, measured by the
modulation transfer function 共MTF兲 of the system and discussed in Sec. 2. The second is noise-related image quality,
characterized by a variety of spatial and temporal effects,
and discussed in Sec. 3. The advantage to this approach is
that both MTF and noise can be divided into component
parts to study each subsystem MTF or contributing noise
effect.
0091-3286/2005/$22.00 © 2005 SPIE
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Our infrared projection system is based on a reflective spatial light modulator, the Texas Instruments Digital Micromirror Device 共DMD™兲,2 which can operate in both midwave 共MWIR, 3 to 5 m兲 and long-wave infrared 共LWIR,
8 to 12 m兲 bands. Our DMD was retrofitted with a ZnSe
window by Optical Sciences Corporation3,15 to increase
throughput in these bands. The DMD used in this study has
600⫻ 848 tiltable mirror pixels. Each pixel has binary on
and off states and a pixel pitch of 17 m, which rotates to
⫾10-deg states. It may be thought of as an actively driven
blazed grating. The DMD is driven in binary format at a
frame rate of 4065 Hz to achieve gray levels. The recording
camera frame rate is 60 Hz for our application. For IR
scene projection applications, the main performance issue
using the DMD is that the pixel size is comparable to the IR
wavelength of the source.4 For this reason, we investigate
the system’s modulation transfer function 共MTF兲 using
both MWIR and LWIR laser sources.
Two different lasers are used as the source, a CO2 laser
at 10.6 m, and a HeNe laser at 3.39 µm. Figure 1 shows a
typical experimental setup with one laser in the system. The
beams were spatially filtered and expanded before illuminating the DMD. The result is a 2-D set of diffraction orders. The input angles for the two lasers were adjusted so
that the first diffracted order 共n−1,0兲 of each band was collected and imaged with the screen normal to the optical axis
of the lens-DMD combination. In principle, any one of the
orders could be used, limited only by the geometry of the
setup. The first order provided a convenient in-plane con-
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Fig. 1 Typical experimental setup. The FPA camera is focused onto the plane of the projection screen.

figuration. Radiation from the collected order was imaged
onto a projection screen by a well-corrected dual-band
MWIR/LWIR projection lens with focal length f = 10 cm;
aperture=4 cm; and typically lens to DMD distance
=共11 to 12兲 cm, lens scatter screen distance ⬵100 cm,
magnification ⬵10⫻, and screen to camera distance
=50 cm. We use a sandblasted 215⫻ 280-mm aluminum
screen, which has a diffuse reflectivity greater than 90% in
the IR. The image on the screen was viewed with a LWIR
关ferroelectric focal plane array 共FPA兲兴 or a MWIR 共PtSi兲
camera. For the measurements contained here, the 10.6
-m laser produced about a 10-W output beam. The 3.39
-m laser used had a maximum beam power of 40 mW.
Power was kept below 10 W / cm2 to avoid damaging the
array. Projection on a larger screen would be possible at
higher laser output powers, with proper attention to heat
removal at the DMD.
“Off” radiation of the DMD pixels, particularly for the
wide diffraction spread in the LWIR, is a potentially significant source of reduced contrast ratio. Optical Sciences
Corporation reports a mid-wave IR contrast ratio of 90:1 in
their literature,3 which is significantly above our measured
Optical Engineering

result reported in Sec. 2. This can expected, as our prototype system was assembled with off-the-shelf components
and not optimized for a particular IR band. Further work
will address issues of “off” radiation, increased pixel tilt,
optimization of optical layout, materials, and image recording.

2

Modulation Transfer Function Measurements

Modulation transfer function 共MTF兲 is defined as the
modulus of the complex optical transfer function 共OTF兲
and is a convenient figure of merit used to measure system
image quality.5 It may also be defined as the absolute value
of the Fourier transform of the point spread function 共PSF兲,
MTF = 兩F共PSF兲兩.

共1兲

The advantage of the MTF approach is that the total system
MTF is simply expressed as the product of each MTF of
the subsystems:
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Fig. 2 Typical bar chart pattern captured by the IR camera reflected
from a diffuse screen.

n

MTFsystem = 兿 MTFi .

共2兲

i=1

This property allows for the MTF of each subsystem to be
studied independently. In this work, we measured the MTF
of the MWIR and LWIR cameras separately from the MTF
of the scene projection system, using transparency bartargets with square-wave emissivity6 placed at the projection
screen. This allowed us to divide out the MTF of the infrared cameras from the data, leaving just the MTF of the
scene projection system 共DMD and projection lens兲. We
used the approach of a square-wave dataset,7 measuring
MTF as the magnitude of the fundamental component,8,9 as
a function of the spatial frequency of the bars. This avoided
the necessity of a series correction to convert square-wave
to sine-wave data.
A line-by-line series of horizontal slices were extracted
from the images of Fig. 2, and the absolute value of the
Fourier transform of each line scan is taken and averaged.
This procedure is repeated for each frequency of interest.
To avoid nonlinearity in the camera responses, square-wave
datasets with 40% modulation depth were used at the DMD
input.
As can be seen from Fig. 3, the scene projector had
better MTF performance when used at MWIR than at
LWIR. The spatial frequency is observed at the projection
screen. The MTF of the scene projector, especially for
LWIR illumination, drops off more rapidly because of diffraction at the DMD pixels and because the projection

Fig. 3 MTF of the scene projector 共with the camera MTF divided
out兲 for MWIR and LWIR sources.

Optical Engineering

lenses were well corrected but not optimized for this optical
system. The measured low-frequency contrast ratio of the
imagery in LWIR was quite low, about 12:1, mainly because the projection screen itself was a room-temperature
gray body at about 10% emissivity. For MWIR illumination, the low-frequency contrast ratio increased to 25:1.
Both curves appear to be flattening out at high spatial frequency. We suspect this is an artifact of our measurement
or processing, and would rather expect MTF to roll off
monotonically to zero at high frequencies. From the geometry described in Sec. 1.2, the 848 columns of 17-m
spaced mirrors can generate a maximum of 35 cycles/mm
on the display. With magnification m ⬵ 10, the maximum
spatial frequency at the screen would thus be
⬃3 cycles/ mm, so we are not limited by device electronics. Remember that the images are recorded in reflection
off-axis from a textured screen rather than in a hardwarein-the-loop configuration. Possible causes are: 1. diffraction
effects, 2. speckle, 3. time averaging, and 4. aliasing effects. For example, we time average over 16 frames for
MTF images. This will have a greater relative effect in
skewing the result at higher spatial frequencies. Noise measurement is an important analysis tool discussed in the next
section, which may help identify additional contributing
factors.
3 Noise Measurement
3.1 Noise Models
Noise in focal plane arrays 共FPAs兲 can be quite complex. A
simple description such as the rms value of a reference
signal is often insufficient. The readout electronics and FPA
manufacturing methods, for example, may introduce correlations among frames, columns, and rows. Several models
have been developed to deal with these complex patterns.
In this work, we have chosen to apply two complementary
models. The first is a 3-D noise model10 developed by
Night Vision and Electronic Sensor Directorate 共NVESD兲
共Fort Belvoir, VA兲. An alternative method is a statistical
noise model based on a principal component approach
共PCA兲.11,12 Both models take a sequence of images from a
uniform background as their starting point for noise measurement. In the case of the 3-D noise model, the complete
sequence of frames are arranged in a cubic dataset. Inside
this cube, it is possible to move in three independent dimensions: horizontal 共h兲, vertical 共v兲, and temporal 共t兲. The
horizontal and vertical directions represent the observation
plane. A sequence of frames is then collected over time to
study the temporal noise behavior. The rms values are calculated depending on the direction within this cube of data.
For example, tvh is the rms value when moving in the
temporal, horizontal, and vertical direction 关vector 共1,1,1兲兴
in the dataset cube after removing any other type of noise.9
It is related to the temporal noise of the detectors. The set
of rms values vh represents the case of a single frame with
the temporal dimension removed, and so on. Frame averaging can be utilized in this last operation. Clearly, this
noise is related to nonuniformity of the focal plane array.
Other types of 3-D noise parameters can be correlated with
physical sources in a similar way. In total, there are eight
types of such noises parameters. For a complete review, the
reader may consult Refs. 10 or 13.
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3.2 Principle Component Analysis
The PCA method also deals with a sequence of frames.
However, each frame is taken to be a random event. If N
frames are recorded, the total sequence is dealt with as an
N-dimensional random vector consisting of N random variables 共N=the number of frames兲. This model analyzes the
correlation between frames by means of the correlation between these random variables. The point of departure in
this method is the covariance matrix S, which describes the
covariance structure among the frames in the dataset. Sequential frames normally exhibit a non-negligible degree of
correlation among them. The principal component decomposition method deals with a noncorrelated version of
them. Principal components are linear combinations of the
original frames with no correlation among them. The challenge is to find the coefficients of these linear combinations. It can be demonstrated that these coefficients are
given by the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix S. The
problem is then solved by diagonalization of the covariance
matrix. Formally, if we note the frames as Ft, the principal
component Y ␣ can be expressed as:
N

Y ␣ = 兺 et,␣Ft ,

共3兲

t=1

et,␣ being the t component of the eigenvector ␣. Equation
共3兲 can be inverted to see the original frames as produced
by the principal components,
N

Ft =

兺 et,␣Y ␣ .

␣=1

共4兲

The dataset can then be reconstructed with only a specific
set of principal components. Various groups of principal
components represent different spatial-temporal noise
structures10 within the entire set. Principal components are
like “eigen-images,” giving information not only of rms
values, but in addition, the spatial-temporal distribution of
these rms values. This allows us to break down the noise
into its various types, and isolate and study each of them.
Such an approach has the advantage of being able to isolate
the fundamental causes of noise within a complex optical
system and optimize each type of noise systematically. An
important feature of the PCA method is that the principal
components are obtained with a decreasing order of relevance in the data. This is parameterized by:
⍀␣ =

␣
N

,

共5兲

兺 ␣

␣=1

where ␣ is the eigenvalue of matrix S corresponding to
principal component. From this point of view, each principal component represents a portion of the total variance
dataset given by Eq. 共5兲. Two or more principal components may be grouped together into a “noise process.”10
This grouping is made by studying the uncertainties in ␣.
Two principal components represent the same amount of
variance when their eigenvalues overlap within uncertainty.
A noise process is formed by consecutive overlapping prinOptical Engineering

Fig. 4 Results for the 3-D noise model. LWIR camera 共upper兲 and
MWIR camera 共lower兲. Noise of three independent dimensions are
reported: horizontal 共h兲, vertical 共v兲, and temporal 共t兲.

cipal components. New frame datasets may be formed by
reconstructing the original sequence, taking into account
different system noise processes. Different imaging systems
have been analyzed in this way.12,14
3.3 Measurements With Thermal Cameras
We apply the noise analysis methods discussed previously
to uniform images taken by two different thermal cameras.
The MWIR camera is a Mitsubishi model IR-5120A with a
PtSi detector. The LWIR camera is a Raytheon Control IR
2000B ferroelectric FPA. Three different types of data are
collected, each consist of 50 frames taken at a frame rate of
60 Hz. The first dataset is of the camera with a uniform
dark input. The second is taken with the camera focused on
the screen and the laser off. The third is with a mid-level
uniform gray input image to the projector and the laser
turned on.
Results for the 3-D noise model can be seen in Fig. 4.
The noise for the LWIR camera is similar for the dark
camera and the camera-screen combination. It increases
only slightly with introduction of the screen. After the laser
is switched on, however, the total amount of noise increases
significantly. The increased spatial noise vh is most noticeable. It couples with other types of system noise, but not
temporal noise. On the contrary, the MWIR noise is similar
in all three instances. However, there is a minimal increase
in spatial noise with the laser switched on.
Next, the PCA method was applied. We expected to see
different types of noise when comparing the dark camera,
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Fig. 5 PCA results for LWIR camera. Note the increase in spatial
noise 共first principal component兲 in the case of laser illumination
共upper兲. The lower eigen-images are of the first principal component
appearing in LWIR for 共a兲 the camera itself, 共b兲 looking at the screen,
and 共c兲 the screen illuminated with laser. The images are in false
scale to enhance spatial structure.

camera-screen, and camera-screen-laser cases. Figure 5
shows the result for the noise processes observed by the
LWIR camera. The noise structure for the dark camera and
the camera-screen case is rather similar. The value of the
first principal component of corresponding spatial noise is
higher when the screen is introduced. The major difference
in the dataset occurs when laser illumination is applied.
Here, the spatial noise has increased and a second isolated
process appears. An eigenimage of the first principal component for each case is shown in Fig. 5. It is possible to see
similarities in the structure of the spatial noise when comparing data from the dark camera to the camera-screen
setup. The increase in spatial noise with the addition of the
screen is due to angular dependence of reflection over the
field of view, and the fact that the screen in our setup is
neither normal to the optic axis, nor a perfect Lambertian
reflector. The spatial noise introduced by the laser has a
structure resembling speckle and represents the majority of
noise in the dataset. A secondary process of interest is
shown in Fig. 6, where we see fringe structures that commonly appear as diffraction patterns during alignment 共see
lower-right corner of image兲. The time evolution of this
pattern suggests cycles of around 2 to 3 Hz, which may be
related to laser stability.
The results given by the PCA method for the MWIR
camera are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that no significant new noise processes appear in the three datasets. The
structure of the noise is always a single component representing spatial noise and a “temporal process” consisting of
49 principal components. The first principal component inOptical Engineering

Fig. 6 View of the second principal component appearing in LWIR
when illuminating the screen with laser 共upper兲 and its temporal evolution 共lower兲.

side this temporal group appears isolated in the three
datasets. Their spatial structure consists of well-defined
fringes crossing the field of view. This type of noise is quite
common in focal plane arrays10 and is related to the electronics of the video signal. Figure 7 illustrates the first principle component of the spatial noise for the three datasets.
The rms values of all three are similar, but their spatial
structure is different. The change from the dark camera to
the camera-screen configuration is again explained by a difference in reflection across the field of view due to off-axis
camera orientation. The laser introduces some fringes due
to diffraction patterns in the alignment, but there is no influence of speckle patterns over spatial noise. This behavior
was expected due to difference in wavelength between the
lasers.
To reduce the influence of speckle over the image in
LWIR, we have introduced a different type of screen. It
consists of a metallic screen with a greater amount of
roughness over the surface. We have recorded three different types of data with the LWIR: a uniform dark background with the camera, the camera looking at the new
screen without laser illumination, and with laser illumination. Figure 8 shows the results of 3-D noise measurement
and first principal component eigen-images for all cases.
There is still more spatial noise under laser illumination
conditions, but the amount has been considerably reduced
when using the new rough screen. 关Please note that the
scale of the eigen-images are different in Figs. 5共c兲 and 8共c兲
although they may appear similar because of the false scale
used to enhance spatial structure.兴 Screen optimization is a
matter for further research, taking into consideration not
only noise but resolution and system radiometry.
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Fig. 7 PCA results for MWIR camera. In this case, the importance
of the different types of noise is the same, independent of the experimental setup used to produce a uniform background 共upper兲.
The lower eigen-images are of the first principal component appearing in MWIR for 共a兲 camera itself, 共b兲 looking at the screen, and 共c兲
illuminated with laser. The images are in false scale to enhance
spatial structure. The level of rms noise in all images is similar 共compared with Fig. 8兲, but the spatial structure is slightly different, revealing artifacts that depend on the experimental setup used to produce the uniform background.

Fig. 8 3-D noise results for LWIR camera and the roughened metallic screen. Additional spatial noise with laser illumination is lower
with the roughened surface relative to a sandblasted surface. The
lower eigen-images are of the first principal component for 共a兲 camera itself, 共b兲 looking at the screen, and 共c兲 illuminated with laser.
Again, it is possible to see the influence of speckle, but its relevance
is lower than when the sandblasted screen is used.
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Conclusion

We develop an experimental setup to test the performance
of a DMD-based infrared scene projector in target perception for training purposes. The method is based on analysis
of noise measurements and resolution in LWIR and MWIR.
This method measures the scene projector MTF and noise
structures occurring for different experimental configurations. Our method can characterize the influence of different experimental setup parameters such as alignment and
effects of laser speckle. As expected, MTF performance of
the projector was superior for MWIR than for LWIR radiation. In the LWIR, the 17-m pixel size of the DMD is
only slightly larger than the wavelength of the illuminating
radiation. Also, lower contrast levels overall were noted for
the LWIR projector because of ambient thermal radiation
and reflections at the screen. The analysis of noise reveals
that projector performance is better in MWIR than in LWIR
as well. In the LWIR, the main drawback comes from the
high spatial noise introduced by laser speckle. An alternative roughened screen was tested in an effort to reduce the
influence of speckle over the image. This screen shows
promising results. In both spectral bands, artifacts introduced in the image by diffraction patterns appear during
alignment. Results, specifically in the MWIR, encourage
further research and improvement of this low-cost projector
for infrared simulation and training purposes.
Optical Engineering
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